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129Text Correspondence 

I live at 8th and Peralta in West Oakland, have been in Oakland
for 8 years, and West Oakland for the last six. Today I write as a
resident in support of the draft EIR for the Howard Terminal
project and in support of the A’s developing a new ballpark and
mixed use development on the site. This project: Partners with
the West Oakland Environmental Indicators Project (WOEIP), a
resident-led, community-based environmental justice
organization, to develop a shared environmental justice agenda
on issues of public health, air quality, land use, and equity. Brings
much-needed 3,000 housing units, including affordable housing,
in an area that the City of Oakland designated as a “Priority
Development Area” by the Plan Bay Area 2040 vision for long-
term growth. Will come with a robust transit-�rst approach,
aiming to reduce car trips, expand public transportation options,
and invest in bike and pedestrian safety and infrastructure.
Comes with a commitment to transform the industrial site
through environmental mitigation and remediation with private
dollars that will allow 18 acres of new parks and open space for
public use. Will serve as an essential catalyst to addressing long
standing environmental issues at the Port and in West Oakland.
Further, the Port of Oakland has determined Howard Terminal is
not needed now or in the future for Port activities, and that
redevelopment is the better course for the Port’s long-term
viability. The A’s have also committed to redeveloping the
existing Coliseum site into a park and cover the existing surface
parking lot with generous greenspace, housing, of�ces, retail,
and a community center. Please note the opposition campaign is
funded by the deep pockets of Schnitzer Steel, a company �ned
$4.1 million for polluting in West Oakland. This settlement funds
the Prescott-Joseph Center's Breathmobile Program, a mobile
pediatric asthma clinic! Keeping Howard Terminal operating as a
truck terminal would provide none of the environmental bene�ts
of the stadium project while continuing to subject West Oakland
residents to the pollution from dozens of idling trucks every day.
Thank you again for your consideration and vote in support of
this Draft Environmental Impact Report. I look forward to the
process moving forward and seeing the A’s break ground on
what will be a fantastic amenity for the city and the
neighborhood. Sincerely, Jesse Pollak
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